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ADDRESSABLE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM
BSR-2104, BSR-2114
1010a

Addressable fire detection panel 2 or 4 loops/96 zones
Produced in accordance with EN54-2, EN54-4
2 or 4 loops, 150 points per loop
32, 64 or 96 zone capability
The programming of the panel can also be done using a PC
Suitable for large installation such as malls, hotels, factories.

BSR-2000
Repeat panel for addressable
fire detection panels
BSR-2xxx.

BSR-5032, BSR-5032/WP

IP65

Addressable siren with beacon
88 dB SPL
IP 42 & IP65.

BSR-5036/A, BSR-5036/A/WP
Addressable fire detection call point
Waterproof version IP65 (WP).

IP65
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CONVENTIONAL FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS
BS-1619
The BS-1619 set contains:
BS-1632 conventional fire detection control panel
x2 A-920 batteries 12V/2.6Ah for the panel
BS-655 smoke detector
BS-660 heat of rise detector
BS-536 manual call point
BS-531 siren with beacon.

BS-636
6 zone fire detection panel
Relay per zone
Aux relay
Programmable output
for automatic answering
machine.

BS-1632,BS-1634,BS-1636
IP30
Fire detection panels with 2, 4 or 6 zones
Compliance with the new CPR regulation
Produced in accordance with ΕΝ 54-2, ΕΝ 54-4
Alarm relay, fault relay, programmable
auxiliary relay & 2 siren outputs.

BS-1638,BS-1642,BS-1646
Fire detection panels with 8, 12 & 16 zones
8, 12 and 16 zone fire detection panels with identical operation
and indications
Programming and monitoring is done using a graphical
display.Fully programmable depending on the requirements of
each installation, providing detailed event information in Greek
or English. They also have an events history memory
All panels incorporate 2 outputs for sirens, an alarm relay, a fault
relay and an auxiliary relay
Ethernet control and programming capability (card GR-8530).
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CONVENTIONAL FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

IP65

BS-536, BS-536/WP
Manual call point
Test-reset key
Waterproof version IP65 (WP).

BS-655, BSR-6055/A
BSR-7071/Α
1010b/01
BSR-6055

1010b/02
BS-655

Conventional (BS-655) and
addressable (BSR-6055/A) optical
smoke detectors.
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